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Design and ManufacturingZ-planner Enterprise
PCB Stackup Planning and Materials Selection Tool 

Overview
Stackup problems are one of the most common causes of board respins...and 
no one wants that. While there are a number of stackup tools available, 
Z-planner EnterpriseTM is the only tool that enhances the stackup design 
process by providing an accurate field solver, a loss-planning environment, and 
a complete dielectric materials library — all seamlessly interfaced to the most 
popular signal-integrity software. With the ever-increasing edge rates, accurate 
loss and impedance calculations with actual dielectric materials data is 
imperitive to getting the stackup right the first time.

Z-planner Enterprise Includes:
 ■ Everything necessary for automated design and management of PCB 

stackups and laminate selection, including a stackup wizard

 ■ Interfaces to common PCB layout and signal-integrity design flows

 ■ DFM and DFSI design-rule management and checking

 ■ Unlimited stackup-layer support—including automated calculation of width/
spacing for target impedances

 ■ HyperLynx field solver — simulating dielectric and copper losses

 ■ Z-solver — detailed cross-section analysis, including S-parameter export

KEY BENEFITS: 

 ■ Automated supplier stackup-
design qualification ensures that 
all fabricator stackups comply 
with design and manufacturing 
requirements

 ■ Consistent repository and 
methodology for stackup-design 
reuse saves time and reinforces 
best practices company-wide

 ■ Select the best laminate system 
for your design with compre–
hensive CCL material decision 
support 

 ■ Maximize profitability with cost 
management and value 
engineering (VE)

 ■ Send accurate stackup data to 
signal integrity simulators early in 
the design process to ensure valid 
simulations

KEY FEATURES:              

 ■ Integrated HyperLynx field solver

 ■ Unlimited layer count and 
impedance groups

 ■ Advanced stackup wizard

 ■ Compare multiple fab stackups to 
spec, enforcing DFX rules

 ■ Glass awareness and Glass-Weave 
Skew mitigation 

 ■ Import fabricator stackups with 
detailed manufacturing properties

 ■  Compare multiple fab stackups to 
spec, enforcing DFX rules

 ■ Z-solver cross-section analysis

Z-planner Enterprise is tightly integrated into your PCB design flow—from pre-layout signal 
integrity exploration to post-layout verification across multiple PCB fabricators.  Z-planner 
manages the entire process, including revision control and interoperability with your PCB 
layout and signal-integrity software.
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Fully Integrated into the PCB Design 
Flow
The PCB stackup provides the backbone for 
circuit-board design and manufacturing.  
Z-planner Enterprise optimizes the process of 
defining stackup requirements and documenting 
those requirements early in the design process, 
ensuring that pre-layout signal-integrity 
simulations are based on the most-accurate 
laminate-data available using a consistent 
stackup-design methodology.  

Stackup validation across multiple PCB fabricators 
is automated and final stackups can easily be 
exported for post-layout signal-integrity signoff.

Z-planner Enterprise Benefits Entire 
Team
New-product introduction (NPI) engineers send 
the Excel version of the specified stackup from Z-planner 
Enterprise to each PCB fabricator (typically three or more 
fabricators, depending on production volumes).  

PCB fabricators respond with their unique, process-
dependent and proprietary implementations of the 
stackup spec for import into Z-planner, followed by DFM 
(design for manufacturing) and DFSI (design for signal 
integrity) checks across 33 different stackup-design 
parameters.

PCB Laminate Library
One of the most important tools in Z-planner Enterprise is 
the Dielectric Materials Library, providing you the 
industry’s largest collection of dielectric-materials data 
from popular manufacturers AGC-Nelco, EMC, Doosan, 
ITEQ, Nanya, Panasonic, Shengyi, TUC, and Ventec.

The Dielectric Materials Library provides a central-
administrative environment for managing and deploying 
qualified PCB-laminate materials from 150 laminate 

families, including frequency-dependent 
Dk and Df for thousands of core and 
prepreg combinations right out of the 
box. That means you get full accounting 
for frequency, resin content, glass style, 
and pressed prepreg thickness — all 
critical parameters for getting high 
speed stackups right the first time.

Built-in filters let you quickly seek 
common constraints such as halogen-
free materials, dual-ply cores, and even a 
complete set of IPC-4101 slash sheets. 
You can also build custom filters using 
any mechanical or electrical material 
parameters you need.

The Material MatchingTM feature lets you 
quickly redesign the stackup based on 
your chosen material parameters. The 
Material MapperTM provides compre–
hensive graphical plots including Dk, Df, 
Tg, Td, z-CTE, and x-y CTE.      Z-planner provides benefits for the entire team.

Z-planner Enterprise fits right into the PCB design flow that you are already using.
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Design Reuse
Design reuse lets you use proven circuits 
in future projects to save time and 
improve the quality of those projects. 
Now, with Z-planner Enterprise, you can 
reuse stackups as well. You can build 
your own shared corporate library of 
reusable stackups, organized by layer 
count, signal/power/ground assignments, 
impedance classes, board thickness, and 
PCB dielectrics. Once you have proven 
the stackup, there is considerable time 
and cost saving with reuse.

The Dielectric Materials Library provides a built-in interface to Z-field™ allowing you to directly view Dk and Df measurements from laminates 
from 1-20 GHz. The Dielectric Materials Library is automatically updated online as they become available.

With library data from nine leading laminate manufacturers, you can be sure that the 
specifications of the laminate you choose will be available in the Dielectric Materials Library.

The Stackup Manager lets you save any stackup as a reference for later reuse.
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Hardware-Design 
Teams
Hardware-design teams 
can use Z-planner 
Enterprise for automated 
design. They can design 
a stackup using imped–
ance analysis and loss 
planning with actual 
laminates, including 
frequency-dependent 
dielectric constants and 
loss tangents, as well as 
copper roughness from 
the dielectric library.

NPI Teams
NPI teams can use 
Z-planner Enterprise for 
automated comparisons 
between stackup 
specifications, including 
impedance require–
ments, board thickness, 
trace widths and pitch,  
including differential 
pitch.

Detailed DFM and DFSI 
(Design for Signal 
Integrity) checks can  
also be applied to 
multiple fabricator 
stackups, ensuring 
consistent quality and 
design margins.

Hardware designers can see frequency-dependent Dk and Df for major high-speed PCB laminates out of the box. 

With Z-planner Enterprise, your stackup designs with go faster and the resulting stackup will be of higher quality.


